
OPPORTUNITIES
(Invest in Opportunities)

EXTERNAL 
(Areas we can influence, but not directly control) 

INTERNAL 
(Areas we can directly impact) 

THREATS
(Monitor Threats)

STRENGTHS
(Build on Strengths)

WEAKNESSES
(Address Weaknesses)

Brand: NootroCompany February 26, 2020

- Focused on two intuitive products at launch

    - Will develop into comprehensive product line

- Stackable, complementary product lines

- Proven ingredients

    - Healthy

    - Long-term benefits

    - Non-addictive

- Intuitive product naming structure

    - Re: Vive

    - Re: New

    - Etc.

- New to the space, uphill battle to compete ever more  
 crowded space

-  Unknown brand with unproven products

   - Trust will be a major hurdle early on

      - Lack of reviews & testimonials

    - Lack of social media presence

- Need to create a core identity and develop the brand

- Need to build an audience

- Traction will take time (as more competitors move in)

- Create clear, strong brand messaging 
    - Distinguish amongst competitors
    - Solve a unique problem for specific people

- Define a unique character/voice within the space
    - Tone, look, and feel needs to stand out &  
   resonate with target audience

- Early enough to become leader in space
    - Build trust through education

- Cross-promotions & affiliations with those who have  
 secured audiences and have trust

- Strong market drivers (product that people need)

- Natural products trending

- Largely untapped market (and sub-markets)

- Many new brands jumping in space

- Many competitors pushing “optimization” message

- Nootropics relatively new product
   - Requires educating on what they are, how they work
   - Can make it difficult to distinguish in this space

- Some players have celebrity cache
    - Onnit (Joe Rogan)
    - Persona (Kelly Ripa)

- Some competitors selling on low cost
   - Nootropics Depot

- “Snake oil” products & imposters

- Regulations & restrictions

- Rising ingredient costs

SWOT



TRUBRAIN

Products:
TruBrain offers drinks, bars, and keytones. 
They sell their drinks (which is their nootropic) 
on a subscription basis: 

- 20 day supply for $49/month

- 30 day for $65

- 60 day for $125/month

Brand Strategy:

- Young, bold, fun, and carefree 

Unique Selling Proposition:

“Brain food designed by UCLA-trained neu-
roscientists to help you create faster, impact 
more, and grab more life.”

Other Key Messages: 

“Brain food in a bottle.”

“You & Improved”

“Our products are nootropics blended to in-
crease your verbal fluency, avoid distractions 
and boost mental output.”

Calls to Action: 

“Sign up now to get our trial for only $19”

What they do well:

- Very casual and fun brand

- Website is simple, fun

- Brand is young, fresh, and inviting  
 (good for people new to nootropics)

Where they struggle:

- Feels a bit “start up” (not polished)

- Pricing structure is confusing

- Interaction with brand is muddled:
 - Questions are handled by a message bot
 - Laggy email order confirmation response

- So-so reviews:
 - Amazon: 3.7/5 out of 89

Website Traffic: unknown Average visit time: unknown

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



TRUBRAIN

WEBSITE TRAFFIC SOURCES:

ACTIVITY ON SOCIAL MEDIA: Posts 2-3 times/week, wide variety of post types - minimal engagement        Facebook Likes: 29K        Instagram Followers: 24.6K

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



PERSONA

Products:

- Performance & Recovery Formula $28.28

- Foundation Formula $50.96

- Sound Slumber Program $10.64

- Train Right Support $3.92

Brand Strategy:

- Healthy, clean, 30+ focus

- Education-centric 

Unique Selling Proposition:

“Personalized vitamin packs based on an  
assessment algorithm”

Other Key Messages: 

“Vitamin Packs Designed with Purity,
Transparency & Highest Bioavailability”

“Our experts cut through the hype and confu-
sion with doctor-approved recommendations.”

Calls to Action: 
“Start free assessment”

“Get your personalized vitamin regimen”

What they do well:

- Strong branding w/clean design aesthetic

- Clear, direct messaging: what it is, how it  
 works, what it’s for

- Well-rounded website content

- Endorsed by celebrity known for health

- Nice video commercial

- Loads of reviews: 

  - 4/5 out of 2,071 on website

  -4.2/5 out of 2,071 on Trustpilot

Where they struggle:

- Hard to nitpick, perhaps a tad too clinical

Website Traffic: 197,170/month average Average visit time: 0:03:15

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



PERSONA

WEBSITE TRAFFIC SOURCES:

ACTIVITY ON SOCIAL MEDIA: Posts daily, focus on Kelly - decent engagement   Facebook Likes: 25,244         Instagram Followers: 44.6K

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



HVMN

Products:

- Nootrobox $109.95

  - Rise Bottle $34.95

  - Sprint Bottle $24.95

  - Kado Bottle $34.95

  - Yawn Bottle $24.95

Brand Strategy:

- Serious, performance-minded, aspirational

- Sells to those who know this space 

Unique Selling Proposition:
“We’re leading at the forefront of modern 
nutrition. We apply cutting edge metabolism 
& physiology to support your health and 
performance goals.”

Other Key Messages: 

“Train like the best. Fuel like the best.”

“Modern Nutrition for Modern Lifestyles”

Calls to Action: 

“Enter to win $100 in store credit”

“Get early access to HVMN Ketone Ester”

What they do well:

- Sell a more extreme product for people  
 serious about optimal performance

- Educate through their SM channels

- Strong reviews: 

  - 4+/5 out of 1000+ on Amazon

Where they struggle:

- Do not distinguish a problem solved

- Hard to get the purpose, unless you already  
 understand these types of products (tough  
 for such a new segment)

Website Traffic: 168,820/month average Average visit time: 0:00:52

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



HVMN

WEBSITE TRAFFIC SOURCES:

ACTIVITY ON SOCIAL MEDIA: Posts 2-3 times/week, focus on YT videos - decent engagement            Facebook Likes: 18,829          Instagram Followers: 32.3K

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



NEURO HACKER

Products:

- Qualia Mind $69.50

- Qualia Mind Caffeine Free  

- Qualia Focus $34.50

- Qualia Nootropic Energy $59.50 

- Eternus $79.50

Brand Strategy:

- Science-first, progressive approach

- Use education to build trust 

Unique Selling Proposition:
“We are scientists, medical practitioners, 
biohackers, and health conscious creators 
sharing our knowledge and techniques to help 
optimize the quality of your life—beginning 
with your mind.”

Other Key Messages: 

“Working with nature towards whole systems 
health”

“Learn a better strategy for well-being”

Calls to Action: 

“Find your best self with 50% off your  
first order”

What they do well:

- Utilize education content well

- Clear breakdown of products

- Strong reviews: 

  - 4+/5 out of 1000+ on Amazon

Where they struggle:

- Not a very strong conversion strategy  
 within website

- Brand feels a bit cold (lacks emotion)

Website Traffic: 244,270/month average Average visit time: 0:02:18

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



NEURO HACKER

WEBSITE TRAFFIC SOURCES:

ACTIVITY ON SOCIAL MEDIA: Posts daily, focus on science education - decent engagement            Facebook Likes: 99,086          Instagram Followers: 135K

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



NUOPTIMAL

Products:

- MetaBrain Bundle: $109.85

Brand Strategy:

- Performance-minded, strong-willed 

Unique Selling Proposition:

“There’s a ton of nootropic supplements out 
there. But most of them have minimally dosed 
ingredients, toxic fillers, cookie-cutter formula-
tions, and/or no research to back them. Here’s 
the metaBRAIN® difference: 

- Complete formulation transparency

- Customizable based on cognitive requirements

- Clinically recommended dosages

- Fully backed by clinical research

- 60-day guarantee with no return needed”

Other Key Messages: 

“Intense Focus. Laser-Sharp Memory.
Unstoppable Drive.” 

“Our Mission: to empower peak human  
potential”

Calls to Action: 

“Upgrade my brain”

“Sign up and get early access MetaBrain + 
20% Off , Early Bird Discount”

What they do well:

- Solid package design

- Professional, although cheesy video

- Strong reviews: 

  - 4+/5 out of 1000+ on Amazon

Where they struggle:

- Convoluted website flow/content

- Trying to do too much (using all the tricks)

Website Traffic: 800/month average Average visit time: 0:00:38

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



NUOPTIMAL

WEBSITE TRAFFIC SOURCES: Not enough data to report

ACTIVITY ON SOCIAL MEDIA: 2-3 posts/week, focused on YT videos - decent engagement                Facebook Likes: 1000           Instagram Followers: 281K

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



NOOTROPICS DEPOT

Products:

- Hundreds? 

- Most products are between $14-$34

Brand Strategy:

- “Budget Warehouse” 

Unique Selling Proposition (Deals):
“Same Day Shipping on Most Orders Placed 
Mon. - Sat. by 4pm AZ MST.”                                         

“Free Priority Mail Shipping on Domestic 
Orders Over $50 or Free Standard Worldwide 
Mail on International Orders Over $200.”

“Free USPS domestic mail shipping on all 
orders (same-day delivery in most cases)”

Other Key Messages: 

“Lab Tested For Product Purity and Identity”

Calls to Action: 

“Buy nootropics and supplements”

“Join newsletter take 10% off first order”

What they do well:

- Overload of product offerings with very  
 specific uses

 - Loads of info on each product

- Exceptional reviews: 

  - 4.9/5 out of 1000+ on Google

Where they struggle:

- Minimal messaging, no reason to care or buy

- Website UX is very poor (easy to get lost)

Website Traffic: 577,530/month average Average visit time: 0:04:10

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



NOOTROPICS DEPOT

WEBSITE TRAFFIC SOURCES:

ACTIVITY ON SOCIAL MEDIA: 3-4 Times/week, Education focused, decent engagement   Facebook Likes: 53,489 Instagram Followers: :4.3K

PPC: Current PPC spend of $6,890/month (see keyword research for more details)

AFFILIATE NETWORKS: Sharesale & Skimlinks  

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



ONNIT

Products:
Onnit carries a full line of supplement  
products ranging from $15 to $275, with their 
flagship product being Total Human, which 
“puts optimization on autopilot.” They also 
produce workout equipment and packages, 
podcasts, videos and merchandise. 

Brand Strategy:
- Dedicated, disciplined, focused, aspirational

Unique Selling Proposition:
“ONNIT is total human optimization (THO)—
We’re all human, trying to get a little better 
at what we love every day. The human body is 
our instrument that we play to achieve great-
ness, and optimizing it for peak performance 
requires the proper nutrition, fitness, and 
supplementation. Onnit provides these foun-
dations to support your human journey.”

Other Key Messages: 
“Optimization is a process and not a prize”

“Alpha Brain Instant does what an energy 
drink wishes it could.”

“At Onnit, we measure time as moments that 
take you closer to who you want to become. 
Time well spent today makes you a little bit 
better than you were yesterday. And the only 
way to get to the best version of you...is you. 
Are you up to it?”

Calls to Action: 

“Optimization is a process and not a prize.  
Ready to begin your journey? Start Here”

“Get the ultimate get s*** done formula now”

What they do well:
- Very pro, polished, powerful messaging

- Clearly establish the problem solved &   
 provide education around the products

- Excellent value ladder

- Endorsed by celebrity known for health

- Strong Reviews: 4+/5 out of thousands

Where they struggle:
- Higher cost on most products

Website Traffic: 678,430/month average Average visit time: 0:01:56

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



ONNIT

WEBSITE TRAFFIC SOURCES:

ACTIVITY ON SM: Posts multiple times/day, education and inspiration focused - good engagement        Facebook Likes: 618,855      Instagram Followers: 606k

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS


